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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information provided on T23 website does not constitute investment advice, financial 

advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the 
website’s content as such. T23 team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be 
bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial 
advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing $T23, you agree that you 
are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and 
not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting 

the token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or services. You should have no 
expectation of any form from T23 and its team. Although T23 is a community driven token for 
social networking and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly recommends that 

citizens in areas with government bans on Crypto do not purchase it because the team 
cannot ensure compliance with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that you are in 

compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.



ABOUT US
T23 is a game that enables players to earn coins, participate in 
various events, and have fun while doing it. By leveraging the 
transparency and security of a decentralized blockchain, players 
can enjoy unlimited earning potential through community 
involvement. The integration of blockchain technology in gaming is 
expected to attract a large number of new users to the 
cryptocurrency space, creating new job opportunities and driving 
up the adoption rate of crypto.
In addition, it has the potential to provide significant financial 
benefits for investors.



PLAY 2 EARN
T23 Game is a festive game for coin collectors! As players 
compete to collect as many coins as possible, they'll get 
into the holiday spirit. T23 holders will get an early taste 
of the game's joys. NFT holders can use their characters 
in the play-to-earn game and win festive rewards, 
including $T23 tokens and valuable assets. With the 
magic of the season in the air, this game is sure to spread 
cheer and good fortune.





TOKEN INFORMATION

Ticker: T23
Name: 2023 Token
Max. Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 T23
Network: Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)
Contract: 0x897F2BE515373Cf1F899D864B5Be2bD5eFd4e653
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